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No one listened to Duan Yu, everyone rushed into the ancient tomb like crazy! Even
Duan Yu’s subordinates did not obey his orders! Everyone wants to get the Cheats of
Bloody Battle Bafang. Everyone knows that Bloody Battle Bafang Cheats are very
strong, if you can get them, you will really stand out!
Seeing this scene, Duan Yu was also in a hurry. He took Xu Qingyi’s hand and strode
into the ancient tomb.
However, at this time, Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief, looked around the various
sects in the Earth Circle, and shouted: “Wait for everyone to enter, be careful!” Back
then
, Lu Bu, known as the number one hero in the world, his tomb There must be many
treasures in the tomb, but there must be many dangers in the tomb! Because after the
ancient people died, they were afraid that their tombs would be robbed, so there must
be many organs in the tombs to prevent tomb robbers.
However, at this time, all the major sects in the Earth Circle Continent were all red-eyed,
all wanting to grab the treasure quickly, and no one paid any attention to Yue Feng’s
reminder.
“Quick, don’t let others snatch the treasures inside!”
“Come, rush in!”
After shouting, all the sects in the Earth Circle Continent rushed into the vortex.
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was speechless.
“Fengzi, what are you talking about with these people? They are all a bunch of whiteeyed wolves!” Sun Dasheng shouted: “Hurry in and find the treasure as soon as
possible!”
“Yes, let’s hurry in too!” Wen Chou Ugly followed.
The words fell, and Sun Dasheng and Wen Chou Chou also rushed in.
call!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and held Su Qingyan’s hand tightly: “Let’s go!” After
saying that, the two rushed into the vortex together.

Zhu Bajie followed closely behind!
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“Lu Bu’s peerless cultivation technique is also something you guys are qualified to
possess?”
At this moment, Gong Gong, who was suspended in mid-air, sneered at the corner of
his mouth, and the moment the voice fell, his figure did not enter the vortex.
…..
The moment Yue Feng pulled Su Qingyan and jumped out of the vortex, he felt a strong
pressure and instantly enveloped him!
Yue Feng only felt darkness in front of him, and then, the whole person fell quickly. The
weightlessness caused by falling is very uncomfortable.
Yue Feng held Su Qingyan’s hand tightly, and it took half a minute for the feeling of
falling down to disappear.
clang!
Finally, Yue Feng’s feet stepped on the ground. At the same time, the darkness in front
of him disappeared.
At this time, Yue Feng and Su Qingyan had reached the ancient tomb! Yue Feng looked
around and couldn’t help gasping for air!
Nima!
This tomb… so big?
I saw that there were majestic black buildings in front of me, like an underground town!
And those buildings were built incomparably majestic, like palaces! Nima, this is an
ancient tomb, it’s just an underground palace!
“I’m going, this is Lu Bu’s tomb? It’s too big, I’m afraid it’s as big as one-third of Donghai
City!” At this time, Zhu Bajie, who was lying next to him, couldn’t help but sigh!
Yue Feng looked around and saw that the three of them were at the gate of a palace,
and those who had entered before were scattered elsewhere. Because it’s so big, you
can’t see them at all!
Gudong!

When he came back to his senses, Yue Feng couldn’t help swallowing his saliva. Nima,
this ancient tomb is so big, where is Lu Bu’s main tomb, and how can I find it?
The main tomb is where the coffin of the owner of the tomb is located. Generally, the
treasures in ancient tombs are in the main tomb.
“Let’s go, look ahead!” At this moment, Zhu Bajie said something and walked forward
first!
Yue Feng and Su Qingyan quickly followed!
Along the way, I passed many palaces, and I saw that some palaces had some stone
figurines, and some had statues of mythical beasts. One of the palaces was full of gold
and silver jewelry!
Chapter 1302
Yue Feng and Zhu Bajie didn’t even look at the gold and silver jewelry in the tomb!
To reach the strength of Emperor Wu, there is no need for money at all!
Nima!
I don’t know how long it took, Yue Feng couldn’t laugh or cry, this ancient tomb is so
big, when will it be found?
“Yue Feng, listen!”
At this moment, Su Qingyan suddenly stopped, her brows slightly wrinkled!
Yue Feng and Zhu Bajie hurriedly stopped and listened carefully to the surroundings.
They heard the sound of fighting faintly from the surrounding directions, accompanied
by screams.
“Ah…”
“What?”
“Be careful, there are a lot of spirit beasts and poisonous insects in this tomb…”
Yue Feng’s face suddenly became solemn, and it was obvious that the sound of fighting
was someone fighting with poisonous spirit beasts. Woke up.
“Yue Feng, I’m a little scared!”
Su Qingyan’s delicate face was pale, and she tightly held Yue Feng’s hand.

To be honest, as the Sect Master of Wenzong, Su Qingyan used to be a strange
woman who was not afraid of anything and everything. However, since following Yue
Feng, her personality has become gentler and she has become a little more delicate.
“Don’t be afraid.” Yue Feng smiled and comforted!
When he said this, Yue Feng felt a little nervous in his heart.
After all, this is the tomb of Lu Bu, who knows what powerful spirit beasts are hidden
around!
sizzle!
At this moment, a penetrating sound suddenly came from the front, and then, a huge
figure was seen swimming over.
hiss!
Yue Feng hurried to look, and all of a sudden, the whole person was shocked.
This huge thing is a huge centipede!
I saw that this centipede was more than ten meters long, and its carapace exuded a
bright black luster. The white stripes were long, like a sharp blade, exuding a cold glow.
“This… such a big poisonous centipede!”
Su Qingyan’s tender body trembled, and she couldn’t help but let out a low voice!
Yue Feng took a deep breath, and his expression became solemn: “How did this
centipede grow so big? It looks difficult to deal with!”
At this time, Yue Feng did not know, because there was an incomparably full of spiritual
energy in the ancient tomb of Lu Bu. Therefore, the poisonous insects here have all
mutated to grow so large.
Just now, some people were in danger, and they all encountered this huge poisonous
insect!
call!
Just as he was talking, the centipede let out a neigh and rushed over, as fast as
lightning.
“A bedbug dares to run wild in front of my old Zhu?”

At this moment, Zhu Bajie, who was in front of him, turned around and rushed over,
slapped the centipede’s head with a savage palm.
Click!
I have to say that Zhu Bajie’s strength is too terrifying. This palm used only one layer of
strength, but it also smashed the centipede’s head into pieces.
“Haha, Big Brother Zhu is mighty!” Seeing that the centipede was easily killed, Yue
Feng breathed a sigh of relief, and couldn’t help but praise Zhu Bajie: “Big Brother Zhu
is really powerful!”
When he said this, Yue Feng secretly rejoiced!
Fortunately, there is Zhu Bajie, otherwise, it would take a lot of work to deal with this
centipede by myself!
At the same time, Su Qingyan also calmed down and breathed a sigh of relief.
Hearing the compliment, Zhu Bajie was very useful, and nodded happily: “Haha, it’s just
a poisonous insect, trivial!”
After saying that, Zhu Bajie frowned and scolded behind a stone monument not far
away: “What? People?” The
voice fell, and I saw a man and a woman walking out nervously!
The men are handsome and the women are charming!
It is Ouyang Jingwen and Bai Xiaotian!
Yes, this time there was a vision in Huashan, and Ren Feifei also brought the disciples
of the Alchemy Association, including Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen.
After Jingwen and Bai Xiaotian entered the ancient tomb, they began to look for the
main tomb. As a result, just after walking a few steps, they found the huge centipede.
Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen were not very strong, so they were very scared and
hid.
Afterwards, the three Yue Feng arrived just in time to kill the centipede.
“Yue Feng?”
Chapter 1303
Seeing Yue Feng, Bai Xiaotian’s face turned red, very complicated!

Ouyang Jingwen’s face was even more unnatural.
Jingwen and Bai Xiaotian had hurt Yue Feng many times before. And over the past few
years, Yue Feng’s reputation has become more and more famous, both of them try to
avoid Yue Feng as much as possible, but they did not expect that they would still meet
in this ancient tomb!
Nima!
How did you meet them!
Seeing Bai Xiaotian and the two, Yue Feng’s mood suddenly became very bad!
When I was in Tianqi Continent, it was because of Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen
that I fell into the crater and almost died there! Although it is best to say that he is the
best in the world, but Yue Feng also hates Bai Xiaotian in his heart!
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng said to Zhu Bajie: “Brother Zhu, you shouldn’t kill that
centipede just now!”
“Why?”
Zhu Bajie looked puzzled, but his eyes did not blink. With Ouyang Jingwen!
Met another beauty!
This beauty is not bad, with a tight body and beautiful face…
Yue Feng chuckled: “If you don’t kill that centipede, some people will die in the hands of
that centipede.”
When he said this, Yue Feng His eyes swept across Bai Xiaotian and the two of them,
his eyes full of mockery. Yue Feng could see that Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen hid
behind the stone tablet because they were afraid of the centipede. How could they miss
such a good opportunity to ridicule?
Although Ouyang Jingwen is the eldest daughter of her adoptive father, Yue Feng will
never forgive her for what she has done to him!
“Yue Feng!”
Hearing this, Bai Xiaotian’s face flushed and he argued, “You are so yin and yang, and
if you don’t come, Jingwen and I can also kill that centipede!” After the

voice fell, Ouyang Jingwen responded and continued: ” That is, don’t think that you can
look down on people because of your high status now, Xiaotian and I don’t care about
your help!”
After speaking, Ouyang Jingwen looked coquettish.
To be honest, Ouyang Jingwen was very complicated when she saw Yue Feng, but
when she heard him taunt, she couldn’t help it!
“Haha…”
Seeing that the two were stubborn, Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense, and said
with a chuckle: “Really? Then if you encounter any poisonous insects later, you two will
solve it yourself, and we will never interfere!”
“You… “
Ouyang Jingwen was furious, but she couldn’t refute it.
“Okay Yue Feng, stop arguing with them!” At this moment, Su Qingyan gently pulled
Yue Feng and whispered, “How can I say, Jingwen is also your sister-in-law, so don’t
know her in the same way. Come on!”
Speaking of which, when Su Qingyan and Yue Feng were trapped under the volcano, it
was because of Ouyang Jingwen, so Su Qingyan had a bad impression of her.
But in recent years, he has been living in the Ouyang family, and Su Qingyan also
knows a little about this Ouyang Jingwen. In fact, this girl just likes to drill the horns.
As Yue Feng’s woman, Su Qingyan wanted to mediate the relationship between Yue
Feng and Ouyang Jingwen in order not to embarrass her adoptive father! After all, they
are righteous brothers and sisters, they don’t need to be like enemies as soon as they
meet.
“Okay!”
Seeing Su Qingyan speak, Yue Feng nodded!
“I’ll go, this beauty is your righteous sister!” At this moment, Zhu Bajie looked up and
down at Ouyang Jingwen, and approached Yue Feng with a look of surprise!
Ugh!
Seeing Yue Feng nodding, Zhu Bajie let out a long sigh, feeling very depressed!

How come the beauties you meet are all related to Yue Feng? It’s not my wife, it’s my
sister’s, I don’t have a chance to start, it’s really depressing.
Haha…
Seeing Zhu Bajie’s expression, Yue Feng was instantly happy.
This Zhu Bajie is really lecherous to the extreme, and when he encounters a beautiful
woman, he wants to make up his mind!
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng said to Zhu Bajie, “Brother Zhu, that Gonggong must
have also come in. If we meet her later, brother, I will help you deal with her, so that you
can enjoy the tenderness of beauty as soon as possible!”
Come today ! Yue Feng is not afraid of these people, but he is only afraid of the
Gonggong.
If you encounter Gonggong later, you must find a way to subdue this woman.
In this way, it not only solved the potential threat, but also fulfilled Zhu Bajie, which is
the best of both worlds.
“Haha…” Hearing this, Zhu Bajie was overjoyed and nodded again and again: “Okay,
okay, what my little brother said is exactly what I want, haha…”
“Yue Feng, why are you… .” Su Qingyan, who was on the side, blushed, stomped her
feet, and glared at Yue Feng: “Why are you getting more and more serious!”
Yue Feng and Zhu Bajie conspired to deal with the Gonggong. That’s all, but it’s so
unbearable to say.
It’s so embarrassing.
At the same time, Ouyang Jingwen also blushed, bit her lip, and whispered
contemptuously: “It’s shameless!”
Chapter 1304
Ouyang Jingwen looked at Yue Feng with disgust on her face.
This Yue Feng, the dignified Tianmen Sect Master, never speaks seriously, it’s really
disgusting.
Yue Feng didn’t pay attention to Jingwen’s eyes. At this moment, he looked around, and
his eyes suddenly landed on a stone tablet not far away: “Huh? There seems to be a
word on this stone…” As

he said, Yue Feng walked straight. past.
Zhu Bajie and Su Qingyan quickly followed.
Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen looked at each other and couldn’t help walking over.
When I got to the front, I saw eight blood characters written on this stone tablet.
Because it has been too long, it has become a little black. The handwriting is simple and
has a sense of vicissitudes of life. It is an ancient seal script.
“What did you write?”
Ouyang Jingwen couldn’t help muttering, she couldn’t understand the ancient seal
script.
Bai Xiaotian also shook his head: “This seems to be an ancient seal script. This type of
font is very old, and few people understand it!”
Hehe…
An ancient seal script, what’s so difficult.
Hearing their words, Yue Feng couldn’t help but chuckle.
Feeling Yue Feng’s contempt, Bai Xiaotian felt very upset and couldn’t help but say,
“Yue Feng, what are you laughing at? It seems that you understand it!” To
be honest, if it were normal, Bai Xiaotian would not dare to talk to Yue Feng like this,
after all Yue Feng is now a man of influence in the Earth Circle Continent.
But Yue Feng, repeatedly mocking himself in front of his girlfriend, Bai Xiaotian couldn’t
help it.
call!
Yue Feng didn’t even look at him, he sighed lightly, pointed to the eight big characters
on the stone tablet, and read them out one by one: “Hall of Heroes, those who are good
at entering die!”
“Yue Feng, you still know the ancient seal script!” Su Qing Yan’s heart trembled as she
pulled Yue Feng’s arm with a sweet smile on her face.
This is his man, he knows everything!
“Yeah!” Yue Feng nodded, then looked behind the stele, and said slowly, “If I guess
correctly, the Hall of Heroes behind the stele is Lu Bu’s main tomb!”

As soon as he finished speaking, Zhu Bajie also agreed. After changing the grinning
look before, he nodded seriously: “Little brother Yue Feng is right, the Heroic Spirit
Palace behind this should be the main tomb! This time, we didn’t come for nothing,
haha…”
Shah!
In an instant, Bai Xiaotian and Su Qingyan were extremely excited, and looked at the
stone tablet! I saw that behind the stone tablet, a hundred meters away, there was a
black palace, because the environment here was too dim, and I didn’t pay much
attention to it before.
And between the palace and the stone monument, the distance of 100 meters is an
open space.
In this open space, there are square slates. These slates are engraved with some
strange patterns, and there are some round holes the size of fingers, which are very
peculiar.
Seeing this, Yue Feng secretly frowned.
This seems to be a ‘Nine Netherworld Fire Formation’. If you want to go to this Heroic
Spirit Palace, you must pass this formation.
It is recorded in “Bai Qishen Formation” that the Nine Netherworld Fire Formation is an
upper-middle-class formation. Although it is of the upper-middle level, it is extremely
dangerous, because this formation is only deployed with the Nine Netherworld Fire.
The Nine Netherworld Fire is also a kind of Different Fire, ranking eighth on the Different
Fire List. It is conceivable that once this formation is triggered, the Nine Netherworld
Fire hidden under the slate will erupt. Nether fire burns, I am afraid that the skin of the
whole body will be burned.
Therefore, this formation, although not particularly mysterious, is very dangerous.
However, for Yue Feng, breaking this formation is not difficult at all.
“Since Lu Bu’s real tomb is right in front, what are you waiting for?” At this time, Bai
Xiaotian reacted and said excitedly, he was about to pass through this open space.
“Wait!”
At this moment, Yue Feng couldn’t help shouting.
Bai Xiaotian was startled and looked at Yue Feng with a frown: “What’s wrong?”

Chapter 1305
“Yue Feng, what are you yelling for?” Ouyang Jingwen was also dissatisfied and
couldn’t help shouting at Yue Feng.
Nima!
Yue Feng cursed inwardly and said angrily, “If you are not afraid of death, just go over, I
tell you, there is a formation in front of you, these slates hide the Nine Netherworld Fire,
if you can’t break the formation, go over rashly. , the Nine Netherworld Fire will spew
out.”
Seriously, these two people had almost killed themselves several times, and Yue Feng
could not wait to kill them.
But Su Qingyan was right. After all, this Ouyang Jingwen was the daughter of her
adoptive father. Besides, the previous incident had passed for so long, so she couldn’t
just watch them die.
Nine Netherworld Fire?
Hearing this, Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen suddenly turned pale and dared not
move.
Although they have never seen the Nine Netherworld Fire, Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang
Jingwen have heard of the existence of this kind of strange fire in the world, and they
even know that the Nine Netherworld Fire ranks eighth in the list of strange fires, and
the flame is a strange blue. Once someone touches it, it will burn without leaving ashes.
In the next second, Ouyang Jingwen rolled her eyes and said with a sneer, “Yue Feng,
you are afraid that we will take the lead and get the treasures in the tomb, so as to
scare us on purpose!”
“I’m afraid you will steal the treasures?”
Yue Feng suddenly laughed With a look of contempt: “What you said is really
interesting, in front of me, do you two have the strength to take away the treasure? You
will really put gold on your face!”
“You…” Hearing this, Ouyang Jingwen’s face flushed and she was speechless.
Although Yue Feng’s words are straightforward, it is also true. With the strength of
himself and Bai Xiaotian, I am afraid that Yue Feng can’t beat him with one hand.

Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense, turned his head towards Su Qingyan and Zhu
Bajie and said, “Brother Zhu, Qingyan, you all follow me closely, see clearly, wherever I
go, you will go wherever, don’t follow me wrong! When the
voice fell, Yue Feng took the lead and stepped on the stone slab in front of him.
Zhu Bajie and Su Qingyan nodded in agreement, and quickly followed.
At this moment, Bai Xiaotian and Ouyang Jingwen glanced at each other and followed
suit. The palace in front of them is the real tomb of Lu Bu. There must be a lot of
treasures in it. How could they miss it?
Um?
Seeing Bai Xiaotian and the two following, Yue Feng frowned, turned around and
sneered: “What are you two doing?”
“Yue Feng!” Bai Xiaotian blushed: “This ancient tomb of Lu Bu is not yours, Why can’t
we enter if you can enter?”
Phew!
Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief, and said coldly to Bai Xiaotian: “Okay, you two can
go in if you want, but let’s talk about the ugliness up front. When we go inside, those
gold and silver jewelry, low-level elixir, you can take whatever you want. But…the
treasures in Lu Bu’s coffin, and the stunt of ‘Blood Battles in Eight Directions’, don’t
worry about it, understand?”
Lu Bu’s main tomb is right in front of him, Yue Feng is in a hurry to get the treasure, and
he really doesn’t want to be with Bai Xiaotian. Waste of words.
“Okay!”
Bai Xiaotian bit secretly and nodded, but he couldn’t express the shame and anger in
his heart.
Ouyang Jingwen was very unwilling, but she didn’t dare to say anything more.
Seeing that the two agreed, Yue Feng didn’t say much, turned around and continued to
walk forward, walking into the formation.
“Two steps forward, three steps on the left…” Yue Feng silently recited the formula, and
led the four of them forward one step at a time!
After a while, under the leadership of Yue Feng, several people finally passed through
the Nine Netherworld Fire Formation and arrived in front of the Palace of Heroes. The

gate of this palace is made of bronze. The gate is more than ten meters high and seven
or eight meters wide.
“Squeak–” He
put his hand on the door and pushed the bronze door open. Because this ancient tomb
of Lu Bu has been buried deep underground, when Yue Feng opened the door, he only
heard a creaking sound, and countless dust fell.
The bronze door was pushed open, and Yue Feng walked into the palace.
hiss!
At this moment, when he saw the scene in front of him, Yue Feng was shocked, he
couldn’t help gasping for air, and his whole body was covered!
Zhu Bajie and Su Qingyan were the same, they stayed there with shock on their faces!
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Chapter 1306
This… is too majestic!
The entire palace can be described as magnificent! The walls around the palace exude
a golden light, and there are several pillars in the palace that are actually made of
crystal!
And in the dome of the palace, there are many gems inlaid, creating a sun, moon and
constellation, the light is bright and dazzling!
In the very center of the palace, there is a huge jade platform. This jade platform is a
hundred meters long and tens of meters wide. Around the jade platform, gold and silver
jewels are piled up, and the light of these jewels illuminates the entire palace!
Holy crap, so many jewels!
If you convert it into money, it will be hundreds of billions, right? !

Yue Feng clicked his tongue secretly, but money is no longer important to Yue Feng, so
he quickly calmed down and looked towards Yutai!
I saw that there were four golden divine beasts guarding the top of the jade platform.
They are Qinglong, Baihu, Suzaku, and Xuanwu. Four mythical beasts, all carved from
gold, look like jade but not jade, lifelike!
And in the center of the four mythical beasts, there are two huge crystal coffins!
The two crystal coffins are more than ten meters long, and are carved with exquisite
auspicious clouds and auspicious animals.
Gudong!
Seeing the scene in front of them, not only Su Qingyan and Bai Xiaotian, but also Yue
Feng and Zhu Bajie were dumbfounded, and they swallowed their saliva unconsciously!
Haha….
This is really Lu Bu’s main tomb!
Swish!
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Under the excitement, the eyes of several people fell tightly on the two crystal coffins.
I saw a burly figure lying quietly in the crystal coffin on the left, with frantic long hair
draped over his shoulders, wearing black and gold armor, his eyes closed and serene.
This burly figure is exactly the incompetent Lu Bu who fought in the world back then!
In this ancient tomb, the spiritual energy is full, and the crystal coffin is also made of
other materials, so Lu Bu’s corpse has not rotted at all, and it is very well preserved, as
if he was asleep.
At this moment, Yue Feng could clearly feel that even though this Lu Bu had been dead
for so long, he still had an invincible and domineering arrogance in him!
After watching for a few seconds, Yue Feng moved away from Lu Bu and landed in the
crystal coffin on the right.
hiss!
In an instant, Yue Feng couldn’t help gasping for air, and his eyes were straight!

In the crystal coffin on the right, there is a stunningly beautiful woman. Like Lu Bu, this
beauty also seems to be in a deep sleep, lying quietly inside without moving!
Yue Feng saw that this beauty was in her twenties, her face was delicate and soft, and
she was wearing a long red satin dress. Her delicate and graceful curves were perfect!
beautiful!
What a nice view!
At this moment, Yue Feng was almost dumbfounded.
Seriously, over the years, Yue Feng has seen a lot of beauties by asking himself, aside
from his confidantes, among all the beauties he has seen, only Chang’e is the most
sexy and charming.
And the beauty in front of her, compared to Chang’e, is not inferior!
In an instant, a lot of beautiful words flashed in Yue Feng’s mind, ‘However, it’s not an
exaggeration to describe this woman!
call!
With emotion in his heart, Yue Feng took a deep breath and couldn’t help muttering in
his heart!
Such a beautiful woman was buried with Lu Bu in a mausoleum.
This… Could it be the number one beauty of the Three Kingdoms, Diao Chan?
According to legend, Lu Bu and Diaochan are husband and wife!
Yue Feng guessed right, the two crystal coffins in front of him are Lu Bu and Diaochan!
Lu Bu and Diao Chan, love each other for a lifetime, until death!
“My God!”
At this moment, Zhu Bajie looked at Diaochan closely, his eyes were about to fall out,
and he repeatedly praised: “Is this Lu Bu’s woman, Diaochan? It is said that Diaochan is
born with a beautiful and beautiful country. Qingcheng, looking at it now, is even more
beautiful than the legend…”
Chapter 1307
When he was talking, Zhu Bajie’s saliva was about to flow down!

In his heart, he always thought that Chang’e was the most beautiful. But today, Zhu
Bajie met a lot of women, Su Qingyan, Xing Yao, etc., all of them are all over the
country! But now, Zhu Bajie saw Diaochan again, and his heart was beating non-stop.
In amazement, Zhu Bajie did not take the initiative to move up, because he found that
there was an invisible protective film around the jade platform where the two crystal
coffins were placed.
This circle of enchantment protective film contains incomparably terrifying power.
Yue Feng also saw it, and now he frowned and observed it secretly.
Lu Bu is known as the most powerful general since ancient times. His crystal coffin is
not so easy to get close to. The Nine Netherworld Fire Formation outside the
mausoleum is only the first level.
Yue Feng felt that the protective film around the jade platform in front of him was more
dangerous than the Nine Netherworld Fire Array.
“Haha…” At this moment, Bai Xiaotian reacted from his shock and couldn’t help
laughing: “It’s really Lu Bu’s crystal coffin, haha
… What treasures are there?”
Charged towards Yutai!
To be honest, I had an agreement with Yue Feng just now. Bai Xiaotian knew that he
was not qualified to take the contents of the crystal coffin, but seeing Lu Bu’s crystal
coffin so close at hand, he could not restrain himself.
hum!
However, Bai Xiaotian never thought that before he could get close, suddenly, a strong
rebound force erupted from the protective film around the jade platform!
“what!”
Bai Xiaotian didn’t have time to react at all. With a scream, his body was thrown out by
a forceful bullet, flying more than 100 meters, hitting the huge crystal column, and then
slipped down, opening his mouth to spurt a mouthful of blood!
“Xiaotian!”
Seeing this scene, Ouyang Jingwen was startled, and rushed over to help Bai Xiaotian
up, her face full of worry and anxiety: “How are you? Are you okay?”

Bai Xiaotian shook his head, indicating that he was fine, His face was pale, and his
heart was terrified.
This…
terrifying power!
“Shabi…” Yue Feng couldn’t help but chuckle, and two words came out of his mouth.
This Bai Xiaotian, doesn’t he have a brain? Lu Bu’s crystal coffin is so easily
accessible?
“You…”
Hearing the ridicule, Ouyang Jingwen’s face was flushed, and her petite body trembled.
Bai Xiaotian also looked ashamed and angry, but did not know how to refute.
“Ah?” However, Zhu Bajie couldn’t help it at this time, and frowned at Bai Xiaotian: “You
brat, you promised not to take the treasure just now, but now you are approaching the
coffin again and want to take the treasure? Disgusting? Should I, Lao Zhu, educate
you?”
“I’m sorry, I’m sorry…” Bai Xiaotian quickly apologized with a smile: “Don’t take offense,
this eldest brother, I don’t mean anything else, I’m just curious and want to Look at it!”
Immediately, Bai Xiaotian took Ouyang Jingwen’s hand and went to the gold and silver
treasures next to him: “Jingwen, there are a lot of jewels, hurry up, let’s put them on.”
While talking, Bai Xiaotian made a very excited look, He kept clutching at the jewels and
stuffing them into his pockets.
“Xiaotian!” Seeing him so useless, Ouyang Jingwen frowned and whispered unhappily:
“What are you doing? What’s the use of these gold and silver jewelry?”
She came to the ancient tomb with him, yes The people who came to find the secrets of
the bloody battle are not greedy for these jewels. Besides, the Ouyang family is never
short of money, and Jingwen is not uncommon for these treasures.
Feeling Ouyang Jingwen’s dissatisfaction, Bai Xiaotian smiled bitterly and said in a low
voice: “Jingwen, do you think I’m a greedy person? I’m just pretending to show them,
otherwise, how can I let them relax their vigilance? When we find an opportunity, let’s
grab the bloody battle and run away. I don’t believe it, your father Ouyang Zhennan is
Yue Feng’s adoptive father, Yue Feng dares to kill you?!”

Hearing this, Ouyang Jingwen immediately I understood, nodded approvingly and said,
“Xiaotian, you are so smart.” When the
voice fell, Ouyang Jingwen quickly put on her jewelry, and while she was doing it, she
chatted with Bai Xiaotian with a smile.
“Xiaotian, let’s pretend a little more!”
“Well, look at this jade hairpin, it suits you very well!”
“Of course, I’m so beautiful…”
Seeing the two of them picking up jewelry, they were very happy. Yue Feng was too
lazy to pay attention. Keep staring at this protective film.
Chapter 1308
Yue Feng observed for more than ten minutes before taking a deep breath and said to
Su Qingyan: “Qingyan, wait for you to stand on the right side of the jade platform,
stimulate your inner strength, and break the protective film in front of you with me. !”
After observation, Yue Feng has already seen the clue!
The protective film in front of him is actually a ‘Yin-Yang Reverse Killing Formation’. It is
very clear on the Baiqishen Formation that this is a superior formation, formed by the
fusion of pure yang power and pure yin power. It will take at least three years to lay out
this formation! But after this formation is formed, a protective film will be produced, and
as long as someone touches the protective film, it will be ejected.
This kind of formation cannot be broken by only one person. It requires a man and a
woman, because men are yang and women are yin. If the woman breaks the power of
pure yang inside, and the man breaks the power of pure yin inside, the formation will be
unlocked.
“Okay!” Su Qingyan nodded, without any hesitation, she hurried to the right of the jade
platform!
“Okay, Brother Yue Feng!” At this moment, Zhu Bajie couldn’t hide his admiration, and
laughed at Yue Feng: “You can break this kind of formation, it’s amazing, amazing!”
Seriously, Zhu Bajie never obeyed anyone.
Only Yue Feng was an exception.
When Yue Feng took everyone through the Nine Netherworld Fire Formation just now,
Zhu Bajie was already surprised.

Seeing Yue Feng at this time, he found a way to break this protective film. In an instant,
Zhu Bajie was even more impressed!
“Hehe…” Hearing the praise, Yue Feng scratched his head, very embarrassed, and
then smiled at Zhu Bajie: “Brother Zhu Liao Zan, I just made a little bit of the formation.
By the way, Brother Zhu, wait a minute. I want to trouble you, stay at the entrance of the
palace, and if anyone approaches, be sure to stop it!”
To break this yin-yang counterattack formation, you need to concentrate, and there
must be someone around to protect the law. If someone disturbs you in the middle of
the formation, then Yue Feng and Su Qingyan will probably suffer internal injuries!
“Don’t worry, Brother Yue Feng!” Hearing this, Zhu Bajie patted his chest and said with
a smile, “With my old Zhu here, no one wants to come in!”
When he said this, Zhu Bajie walked out of the palace.
The next second, Yue Feng nodded at Su Qingyan: “Qingyan, let’s start!” With that, Yue
Feng urged the Pure Yang Zhenjing to crack the formation together with Su Qingyan.
“Jingwen!” Seeing this scene, Bai Xiaotian on the side said in a low voice: “After Yue
Feng breaks the formation, let’s find an opportunity to take the first step and take the
bloody battle.”
When he said this, Bai Xiaotian was full of heart . Excited. Whether you can stand out
and become famous all over the world depends on this one!
“Well, I understand!” Ouyang Jingwen nodded, bit her lip, with a determined face, her
eyes staring at Yue Feng tightly, sparkling with scorching heat.
Over the years, every time he came home, his father Ouyang Zhennan ignored him. All
of this is because of this Yue Feng! I have endured humiliation for so long, and today I
finally have a chance to turn over, how can I miss it!
hum!
More than ten minutes passed, and along with the collapse of the aura of the formation,
the protective film surrounding the jade platform was finally broken by Yue Feng and Su
Qingyan.
At this moment, Yue Feng and Su Qingyan looked at each other and smiled, unable to
express their excitement. Immediately, the two moved their figures and jumped onto the
jade platform.
“Haha…” At the same time, Zhu Bajie

also laughed and flew to the jade platform quickly, admiring: “Brother Yue Feng is
amazing, he broke this protective film so quickly!”
, Zhu Bajie approached the crystal coffin on the right, admiring the Diaochan inside, his
face was full of intoxication: “Beautiful, so beautiful, it is absolutely stunning, a
generation of stunners…”
Hearing these words, Su Qingyan on the side was dumbfounded. When she first met
Zhu Bajie, Su Qingyan felt uncomfortable all over, but after getting to know him, she
knew that he was this kind of character, so she was not surprised.
But at this time, listening to his unabashed comments on Diao Chan, Su Qingyan was
still helpless.
Brother Zhu, Yue Feng, is good in everything, but it’s lustful, which is too embarrassing.
call!
At this moment, Yue Feng also took a deep breath and couldn’t help but look at
Diaochan.
When he saw Diao Chan just now, Yue Feng was already very amazed. At this time, he
was even more shocked by the close observation.
I have to say that this Diaochan is truly stunning in the world, with her exquisite curves
and beautiful face, she is simply perfect and impeccable.
A beautiful word! It’s beyond description!
Chapter 1309
After admiring for a few seconds, Yue Feng’s eyes fell on Lu Bu’s crystal coffin.
Seeing this, Yue Feng was overjoyed.
He saw that in the crystal coffin, Lu Bu crossed his hands on his chest, and there was a
golden light group under his hands, just like a transparent golden crystal ball.
Yue Feng clearly felt that the golden crystal ball contained a very special power, which
was very magical.
What is this?
Yue Feng frowned secretly, very curious, and at the same time a little doubtful.
its not right!

Didn’t he say that Lu Bu’s stunt ‘Blood Battle in All Directions’ was in his coffin? How did
this golden crystal ball come out, there is nothing else?
What about the cheats?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng looked at Zhu Bajie and asked, “Brother Zhu, where are
the secrets of the bloody battle? Why is it just a golden crystal ball?”
“Haha…” Zhu Bajie laughed immediately, pointing at The golden crystal ball said
solemnly: “Brother Yue Feng, do you know what this is? It’s called a ‘spiritual marrow
bead’!”
Spiritual marrow bead?
Hearing this word, Yue Feng was stunned, and Su Qingyan beside him was also
puzzled.
Seeing the expressions of the two, Zhu Bajie continued with a smile: “You know, after
some eminent monks in Buddhism pass away, the flesh will condense relics, and this
spiritual marrow bead is similar to relics. This is the condensed after Lu Bu’s death. Yes!
That ‘Blood Battle Bafang’ skill is hidden in it. You hold it in your hand, pour your inner
strength into it, and the bloody battle Bafang’s skill formula will automatically enter your
mind, understand!”
I’m going!
Is it so amazing?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was both amazed and delighted.
So, the skill of ‘Blood Battles in all directions’ is right in front of you, so you can get it at
your fingertips?
Just thinking about it, I heard Zhu Bajie say with a smile: “Little brother, you have a
good talent. I won’t rob you of this stunt in bloody battles. I’d better appreciate my
beauty in the world.” The
voice fell, Zhu Bajie turned his gaze to Diaochan, his eyes full of obsession.
To be honest, Zhu Bajie originally wanted to snatch the bloody battle, but he knew that
without Yue Feng, it was impossible for him to come here so easily.
Moreover, Zhu Bajie held his own identity, and was embarrassed to snatch it with Yue
Feng.

More importantly, after seeing Diao Chan, Zhu Bajie’s soul was gone, he was all
focused on the beauty, and he was not in the mood to practice bloody battles.
“Thank you, Big Brother Zhu!” Yue Feng was overjoyed, grateful, and began to remove
the lid of the crystal coffin.
“Xiaotian, what should I do?” Seeing the scene in front of him, Ouyang Jingwen, who
was in the audience, couldn’t help but said to Bai Xiaotian, “Yue Feng is about to get the
bloody battle, we have no chance. .”
Bai Xiaotian didn’t respond, secretly clenched his fists, his face was extremely ugly, and
his heart was anxious.
How to do?
After Yue Feng got the Spirit Marrow Orb, he had no chance at all.
However, Yue Feng, Su Qingyan, and Zhu Bajie, no matter which of them, he and
Jingwen together are no match.
If you can’t grab them, you won’t be able to steal them.
Could it be that he just watched helplessly, and the peerless cultivation technique
passed him by?
For a time, Bai Xiaotian was very unwilling, clenched his fists, looked straight at the
spiritual marrow beads, his fingernails were going to be pinched into the flesh, and he
was sweating.
Chapter 1310
Yue Feng didn’t pay attention to Bai Xiaotian’s expression. At this time, Yue Feng
walked to Lv Bu’s crystal coffin and opened the lid.
Click!
As the lid of the coffin opened, Yue Feng stretched out his hand, ready to take the
spiritual marrow bead.
“Huh? What is this?”
At this moment, Zhu Bajie shouted in surprise, then stepped forward. Zhu Bajie saw that
in Lu Bu’s crystal coffin, in addition to the spiritual marrow beads, there was also a small
golden box.

As you can see, this golden box is exquisitely carved and does not look like an ordinary
thing.
In an instant, Yue Feng’s attention was also attracted, he stopped the movement of his
hand, and leaned up: “Brother Zhu, what’s in this golden box? Open it and see.”
At the same time, Su Qingyan also looked closely. Holding a golden box, her delicate
face is full of curiosity.
“Okay!” Zhu Bajie nodded and opened the golden box.
Whoa!
In an instant, when they saw what was in the box, the three of them were stunned!
Especially Yue Feng, his whole body was shocked and his eyes became hot.
I saw that inside the box was a golden medicinal pill, filled with a refreshing fragrance,
and inside the medicinal pill, it was filled with the incomparably pure spiritual energy of
heaven and earth.
“Tianxuan Jindan?” Yue Feng couldn’t help exclaiming!
Tianxuan Golden Pill, in the Profound Pill Technique, is a top-level rare elixir, capturing
the essence of heaven and earth, and having the effect of bringing back the dead! It’s
just that the required materials are too rare!
Therefore, Yue Feng knows how to refine it, but he has never been able to gather the
materials and has never refined it!
“Tianxuan Jindan?” Zhu Bajie looked at Yue Feng with a puzzled expression: “Do you
know what this is, little brother?”
Su Qingyan also looked at Yue Feng closely, with doubts in her eyes.
The two of them don’t know how to concoct pills, so naturally they don’t know anything
about this top-level rare pill.
call!
Yue Feng took a deep breath and said, “This medicine pill is extremely scarce, and it
can bring people back to life! I’m afraid there is only one in the whole world, right?”
After speaking, Yue Feng said with emotion: “There is only one here. Tianxuan Jindan,
obviously, when Lu Bu and Diaochan knew that they were about to die, they both

wanted the other party to eat the Jindan so that they could continue to live. As a result,
neither of them wanted to live alone, so this Jindan, It has been preserved to this day.”
After speaking, Yue Feng sighed softly and said with emotion: “This is living and dying
together, it’s really enviable!”
Yue Feng guessed right, when Lu Bu was in the world and conquered the world. . In the
end, in a battle, Lu Bu and Diaochan were seriously injured. When the two returned
from the battlefield, they both knew that each other would not survive. But at that time,
there was a Tianxuan Golden Pill in Lu Bu’s hand, which could bring people back to life.
But only one!
Lu Bu and Diaochan fell in love with each other, and both wanted each other to take
medicine pills. As a result, no one wanted to live alone, and in the end, both of them
died. After their death, Lu Bu and Diaochan were buried under Mount Hua. This
Tianxuan Jindan has been preserved to this day.
At this moment, Su Qingyan clenched her lips tightly, and couldn’t help holding Yue
Feng’s hand, and said softly, “Yue Feng, if something happens to you one day, I don’t
want to live alone!”
Yue Feng was moved again and again Ridiculous, she couldn’t help but scratched her
nose: “Fool, how can I die of your husband? I want to give birth to a bunch of little
babies with you.”
Shuh!
At this moment, Su Qingyan’s face turned red all of a sudden, and she gave Yue Feng
an angry look: “Brother Zhu is here, can you be more serious?”
This Yue Feng, when can you be more serious?
“Hahaha…”
Zhu Bajie laughed loudly, waved his hands and said, “It’s okay, you two just treat me as
non-existent, you can kiss me any way you want!” After
speaking, Zhu Bajie took out the golden pill and said to Yue Feng: ” Little brother,
according to what you said, this day, Xuan Jindan can resurrect one of Lu Bu and
Diaochan?”
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